Time Is Now! It Is Now! It Is Now!
McKana, June 15, 2020
Romans 6:23 (KJV)
For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.
--------//////----We have been warned, way centuries ago to tell what we are tolled and reveled to us, we have
responsibility. What the Lord have shown and reveled to us is not for self consumption. It is to warn,
for all who listen, of what the next few months hold for the land and the world at large. There is no
better ways of warning than warning again and again until the message reached everywhere. There are
billions of people who are in the darkness oblivious to the impending reality. Those who have heard
from the Lord are primarily responsible, those who have heard the message are equally responsibile.
There is no irresponsible talk of keep it for yourself. There is no greater this and lesser that. In the eyes
of our loving God, we are all equal, equally loved and as well equally responsible.There is no time to
go back and correct, this is the time to do what has to be done. This is The End, End of Time, End of
Days and the end of the old way of life. No going back.
There was food, No repentance.There was drought, No repentance.There was fire, No repentance.
There was economic collapse, No repentance. There was civil unrest, No repentance. There were
shakings and quaking, No repentance. There were calamities, signs and manifestations, No repentance.
There was pestilence, No repentance. There were warnings after warnings, year after year for decades,
No repentance. Instead, life goes on, anything goes and worst of all rebellions, more disobedience,
drifting much further away from the most high manifested in worst of all sins, worst than Sodom and
Gomorrah.
We tell of from what is reveled to us, what we have seen and what we are told to tell. We screamed
loud, for long, until many are board, warning that Judgement is here. From what the Lords have reveled
to us, I have reveled what is given to me. Soon, not in a distant future:1. The Atlantic ocean will pour on the East cost of America from South to North and no people,
no city, no land is going to be spared up to the Appalachian mountains and even beyond.(I saw
this 3X)
2. There will come a mega quake
The land will split between the Carolina's and Delaware
3. The Land will split along the New Madrid fault line for the water of the great lakes to mix
with the waters of the Gulf of Mexico
4. The San Andrea fault line will give off to shake off the Cost of California from South to
North(I saw this over six times)
5. Flood and flood and flood everywhere in all corners of the land (I saw this from the air, from
the mountains, from the cliffs, from the fields, from in and out of the houses, form everywhere
one can imagine. Most of the revelations I have seen are floooods, everywhere)
6. Darkness, literal, palpable darkness will descend and cover the land and the whole entire
world.
7. The economy will collapse, companies after companies will go under water.(I saw this many
times)
8. Civil unrest, civil war and famine in an unimaginable proportion(I saw this many times)
9. Death everywhere for the population to be thinned in the land spared (I saw this from way up
the air, complete view of the land)
10. War, nuclear war for cities to burn to smolders, smock and ashes

11. Invasion by the Russians in the East, the Chines from the west and other enemies of the
land and of the people.
12. The land will be under the lawless one, persecutions of the faithful, mass imprisonment and
executions in concentration comps.(I have seen the tribulation, persecution and mass detentions)
13. Worst of all, what the people have been conditions of “Alien Invasion” will take place.
There are no civilization from the outer space to come and invade humanity. What was
seen in the movies as “Aliens” are in reality the Fallen angels, the lost angles, the army of the
devil(I have seen these forces of darkness many, many times).
These and many more were reveled to me in the last ten years, casting out fear from me, or else, from
what I saw it could have been impossible to keep my sanity. There were many good heavenly
revelations too.
Every one of the above revelation were post here in this website.
Now, time has run out. Even though it might not be in the orders listed above, I am certain and sure,
every one of them and many more will come to pass very, very soon. Here on, since this very moment,
from the posting of this stern warning, no one is guarantied any hour or day.
Judgment is passed, Warnings are out. Time is up. The Lord told me few years earlier “For you, I
have shown everything.” As to me, personally, I have reveled everything for you all. This is out of
responsibility, out of concern, out of love. These repeated warnings are not to frighten any one, it is to
get each and every one of us to be prepared, to be ready, for the coming is not what human beings can
shoulder.
When the earth quakes and moved out of place, when the land is broken like clay and disintegrates, when the
stones and the bricks collapse and crumble, when the lights go off, when the water pipes are cut off and nothing
flows, when food runs out and everything is at a stand still, when the toilets fail to flesh(think of this), when
there is no communications of any sort, land, air and sea, electromagnetic-Satellite, TV, phones, gadgets, ETC
what will man do?

When famine, disease, sickness and death strikes everywhere, when killing is rampant for no reason,
when the land is run by strangers and people enslaved in their own land, when hope, peace, the good
days are gone, what will man do?
The desperation brings the urgency to die but know it now, even death will not come when needed.
Mankind is destined to wrath from two fronts. From one side, the devil who doesn't want any one alive
kills every one on his way. From the other side, Almighty God pours His wrath on the wicked and the
disobedient.
Wow,wow humanity, who is going to stand all this?
Now, partly but to the most part we know what is coming. When?;The Lord says three times-The Time is Now! It is Now! It is Now!
(This warning was given to me on March 24, 2018, 2:00 AM and November 10, 2018 5:00 AM)

Repent! Repent! Repent!

